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Enduraleaf Boxwood Pumpkin
Topiary with Flowers, Vines and
Fiberglass Pot
NGD-E14022GW.2D

This tall shrub topiary adds another dimension to the landscape, with white flowering vines and green ivy
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cascading from the base, with an accompanying fiberglass 20" cube planter with lead-look finish. This UV-
stable outdoor plant features a 26" diameter Enduraleaf boxwood pumpkin-shape which is secured onto an
artificial trunk, and mounted in a 16" dia. x 13" ht. nursery pot. The realistic trunk is stabilized with a
reinforcing metal rod, while the ball has a strong wire support inside to avoid crushing. The vines flow out
from the base, which is weighted for stability. Ships with a 20" fiberglass cube planter with bark to finish the
top. This item ships Motor Freight truck in 2 Cartons. Upon arrival, simply place the topiary in the planter and
add bark nuggets at top of pot.

About
What started with a few small pieces is now an international business, with arrangements featured in some
of the world’s finest luxury stores, museums, and hotels, and sought after by today’s best-known designers.
Every Faux-Fresh™ arrangement is designed by Ed Glenn (White House designer) with meticulous attention to
detail and hand-assembled in Greenville, North Carolina, by a team of designers dedicated to creating the
most realistic botanical reproductions possible. Using only the finest materials available, each plant brings
the beauty of the natural world indoors without the need for upkeep, maintenance, or replacement. 

High-quality alternatives to live, potted plants
Using only the finest materials available, each plant brings the beauty of the natural world indoors
without the need for upkeep, maintenance, or replacement.
Dimensions: 36L x 36W x 70H inches
For indoor / outdoor use
Made to order; this item is not returnable
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